
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
Definition: It is corporate responsibility, citizenship, responsible business, sustainable responsible 
business and corporate social performance.  It is ‘enforced’ by self-regulation by companies.  The 
‘corporates’ become aware of the impact of the company’s activities on employees, consumers, 
communities, the environment, as well as on the traditional stakeholders (the members and the creditors).  
CSR specifically includes the interests of the public in corporate decision-making – it is sometimes called 
observing the ‘triple bottom line’ - People, Planet, Profit. 
Traditional view in Dodge v Ford Motor Co (1919): company’s primary goal is profit-maximisation. A 
business corporation is organised and carried on primarily for the profit of stakeholders. Management’s 
primary objective then, was to maximise profits on behalf of the SH.  
-Ultimate measure of a company’s success if the extent to w/ it enriches its SH 
-Pursuing SH value is sometimes called ‘value based management’- management should look to SH 
value when making business decisions.  
Case example: Ben & Jerry’s: 2 opened ice cream store, fair to employees, easy on environment & 
kind to its cows, company pioneered pursuit of business w/ double bottom line – profits and people, in 
2000 sold to Unilever (worl’ds 3rd largest consumer goods company) focused on financial bottom line 
Stakeholders 
OECD Principles of Corporate Governance (2004): governance framework should recognises that the 
interests of the corporation are served by recognising the interests of stakeholders [including employees 
and creditors] and their contribution to the long-term success of the corporation. 
• Short term profit maximisation may not enhance SH value  
• If business reduces costs, makes sub-standard products for quick profit may lose reputation and 

undermine competitive advantage  
• If neglect investment and research, or mistreat motivated and expert employees 
• GFC: raised concerns about adequacy of managerial goals and incentives- are they suitable for long 

term corporate sustainability? 
• How can a company’s competency translate to further society in a way that also creates market 

opportunities, differentiation and potential consumers for years to come  
UK Companies Act 2006 s 172: Duty to promote the ‘success’ of the company’ 
*Codifies general law duties into statutory statement of 7 duties, Ds must seek the success of company 
(1) A D of a company must act in the way he considers, in good faith, would be most likely to promote the 
success of the company for the benefit of its members as a whole, and in doing so have regard (amongst 
other matters) to: 
a) The likely consequences of any decision in the long term 
b) Interests of the company’s employees 
c) The need to foster the company’s business relationships with suppliers, customers and others 
d) The impact of the company’s operations on the community and the environment 
e) The desirability of the company maintaining a reputation for high standards of business conduct 
f) The need to act fairly as between members of the company  
Globalisation, transnational companies and multinational enterprises 
• Increasing cross-border merges and acquisitions of companies 
• Various instruments setting out CSR patterns imposed by supranational organisations (UN, ILO, 

OECD and EU) 
• CSR debate revolves around conduct of MNEs and TNCs and large private ‘firms’ w/ b/c of size, can 

significantly influence domestic and international policy & communities where they operate 
• CSR supporters: argue deficiency of national and international law remedies on corporate 

accountability, efficient functioning of global markets depends on socially responsible business 
Case study: ExxonMobil: SH revolt led by Rockefeller family on E’s hard line approach to global 
warming, firm has refused to follow rival oil companies in committing large-scale capital investment to 
environmentally friendly technology such as wind or solar power.  
2010 UK Parliamentary Committee report: on business and human rights in the UK  - recommends 
that the UK Government develop a set of standards that UK businesses must meet to comply with their 
responsibility to respect human rights (eg, the rights of employees).  Companies may have to undertake 
“human rights due diligence” for their businesses.  They may face legal liability in the UK for breaches of 
human rights occurring within the UK and extraterritorially. This impacts international debate and practice, 
including in Australia.  This brings human rights into the private sector – into corporate law. 
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EXECUTIVE & NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS 
Ferguson v Wilson: company cannot act in its own person, for it has no person, it can only act through D 
Lennard’s Carrying Co Ltd v Asiatic Petroleum Co Ltd: the directing mind & will of the corporation, the 
very ego and centre of the personality of the corporation.  
Managing directors: dual capacities 
S 198C: D’s may confer or revoke powers on MD. 
Harold Holdsworth & Co (Wakefield) Ltd v Caddies 
Important cases 
James Hardie case (ASIC v Hellicar; Shafron v ASIC): negligence, non-exec D’s approved a 
misleading announcement to ASX that a foundation created by company to deal w/ asbestos claims had 
sufficient funds to meet predictable claims, foundation underfunded by more than $1 billion, NSWCA fined 
$25,000 each and DQ for 2 years, appealed to HC 
Centro case (ASIC v Healey): D’s negligently signed off on the annual accounts w/ did not disclose 
about $2billion of liabilities that were urgent or short-term, Cs accounts of 2007 had classified non-current 
liabilities w/ were actually current, also failed to disclose there were guarantees company had entered for 
$1.7billion. Crt: could not just rely on accountants or auditors who had not detected errors, should have 
read and understood accounts themselves, exercising skills they should have as Ds. The scrutiny by the 
D of the financial statements involves understanding their contents. 

DE FACTO & SHADOW DIRECTORS 
S 9 Definition of Director: (a) person (i) app to position of D or (ii) alternate D; regardless of name give to 
position. (b) Unless contrary intention appears, a person who is not validly app as D is regarded as a D if: 
(i) act in position of a D; or (ii) D’s of company or body are accustomed to act in accordance w/ person’s 
instructions or wishes.  
Note: sub-para (b)(ii) does not apply merely b/c D’s act on advice given by the person in the proper 
performance of functions attaching to the person’s professional capacity, or person’s business r/ship w/ 
D’s of company or body.  
Examples of contrary intention (b): s 249C (power to call meeting of members), s251A(3) signing 
minutes of meetings, s 205B (notice to ASIC of change of address).  
S 201M: an act done by D is valid even if their appointment is invalid 
S 588G: duty to prevent insolvent trading, SD may breach and be liable even if app not valid 
CAC v Drysdale: may be a DFD if the person is the driving force behind the C’s bus despite not being 
apt as D, or continuing to participate in management after expiration of term. 
DFC of T v Austin: no general statement as to what constitutes acting as a D, often involve q of deg req 
consideration of duties performed in context of operations/circ of company. BUT necessary condition-
must exercise top level management functions, also consider how person alleged as D is perceived by 
outsiders dealing w/ company where person has been held out as a D.  
Hoy v Akai P/L: A person may be a SD w/out necessarily exer control over whole field of C activities 
Re Hydrodam (Corby) Ltd: what is needed is a pattern of behaviour in w/ the board did not exercise any 
discretion or judgment of its own, but acted in accordance w/ the direction of others.  
Grimaldi v Chameleon Mining NL (No 2): external company consultant found to be a D and liable for 
breaches of duty, G a shadow director of C.  
Buzzle Operations P/L )in liq) v Apple Computer Aus P/L: a creditor will not be SD just b/c D feel 
obliged to comply w/ conditions imposed by the cred in commercial dealings w/ the company  

POWER WITHIN THE COMPANY 
S 198A: (replaceable rule) business of company to be managed by Directors. SH cannot usurp powers 
of management given to board, inefficient to have SH making managerial decisions-sometimes SH 
inexperience & w/out info, in future may have more companies giving managerial powers to SH in consti. 
Automatic Self-Cleansing Filter Syndicate Co L v Cuninghame [1906]: if powers of manegment 
vested in D’s then only D’s can wield those powers, GM cannot usurp the board’s role. 
Deputy Commissioner of Tax v Clark: Aus position for many years that subject only to express 
provision to contrary, D’s will participate in the management of the company. 
NRMA v Parker: const said call GM if a requisition by 200 members or more, purpose of meeting to 
direct D’s to make certain decisions on matters specifically reserved for D’s under const. Crt: D’s did not 
even have to call meeting, what was proposed was ultra vires for SH, SH can express opinions in 
resolutions 
Darvall v Nth Sydney Brick & Tile Co Ltd: SH in a GM cannot usurp D’s management powers. 
Stanham v The National Trust of Australia (NSW): if persons requisition a meeting for purpose of 
dealing w/ matter ultra vires the meeting, no obligation on those calling meeting to include matter in notice 
of meeting.  

CORPORATE LITIGATION 
Where interests of justice demand, power to initiate suit on comp’s behalf not confined to board, even 
though decision to bring litigation is a management power falling w/in s 198A. Normally when D’s conflict 
of interest, deadlock.  

Kraus v JG Lloyd P/L: no self interest by D’s/not compromised, so SH couldn’t bring action, no ‘fraud’ in 
general sense, so general line of non-interference prevailed.  
Marshall’s Valve Gear Co Ltd v Manning, Wardle & Co Ltd: C owned valuable patent that was 
lapsing-would allow competitors to make same product, legal action could defend patent & extend, a 
majority SH initiated legal action. Crt: members can interfere w/ management decision in certain limited 
circumstances, SH could initiate action b/c D’s had interest in a rival patent, conflicted-power vests in SH. 

RATIFICATION POWER 
SH in GM can, w/in limits, ratify past acts & prospectively approve future actions of D’s as D’s are agents 
of SH, if D’s acted in breach of duties/exceeded powers/conflict of interest in K. Cannot ratify breaches of 
ss 180-182, breached = offences. Note: if SH ratify statutory breach, may mean not a breach in the first 
place (no case law yet on this point, but comment made by Judge McPherson)  
North-West Transportation Co Ltd v Beatty: B a major SH & also D of shipping company, B having 
steamer ship made privately for him, D’s decide to buy steamer from B for company, at GM vote to ratify 
purchase, B also a SH Crt: B allowed to vote in different capacity as SH, separate legal personality of C. 
Bamford v Bamford: takeover of company, 5 million shares issued to fend off-issue for control purposes, 
decision ratified at GM. 
Forge v ASIC: SH cannot ratify breaches of a statutory duty, statutory duties involve public rights.  

APPOINTMENT OF DIRECTORS 
S 201G: requires resolution of GM. Must be 18. Usually, one share 1 vote, alternatively cumulative voting 
(e.g. 3 D spots, abstain voting on 1&2, use all 3 votes on 3), class voting (classes of shares w/ power to 
appoint one D under constitution). Usually, D’s retire in rotation, 1/3rd retire every year.  

REMUNERATION OF DIRECTORS 
No inherent right to be paid (historically a fiduciary/honourable role), nearly all Ds have K w/ certain ‘fee’ to 
be paid, normally determined by board under the constitution. Remuneration package e.g.: fee + options 
+ bonus +(car allowance, flexible benefits etc.) 
Guiness P/L v Saunders: $5.2 mil pounds to D, had to be repaid as unauthorised (formalities not folll) 
Re Viacom Inc Shareholders Litigation: $150 m granted in compensation to Chair & 2 Execs, not held 
to be negligence since SH made decision to authorise the payment. 
Disney case (Brehm): chief exec wasn’t liked so given handout of $120m after 13mtnhs, arrangement 
upheld by Court-neither negligent or waste of company resources since SH had agreed to this sum. 
S 202A(1): (rr): D’s of company are to be paid remuneration that company determines by resolution. 
Options: seen as incentive b/c link interests of SH w/ those of execs, option/right to buy shares becomes 
more valuable as share price rises (right to buy shares in future at certain date at predetermined price). 
Began to be misused- put out good news about company to make share price rise, exercise options & 
make large profits, execs interested in short term gains exposing company to excessive risk. 
S 300(1)(d): annual report must contain details of share options.  
Bonuses: paid out of profits, also generally encourage short-term thinking & risk taking. 
Disclosure of remuneration 
Concern over levels of top exec pay, general principle = levels of pay should be linked to greater 
profitability of company, over past 25 yrs CEO pay has risen regardless of economic or political climate, 
increased at rate of 15.1% annually over past decade.  
S 300A: Annual D’s report must contain remuneration in clearly identified segment: details of nature & 
amount of each element of emolument of each D and each of 5 names officers of company receiving the 
highest emolument.  
S 202B: company must disclose D’s remuneration, if 5% vote of 100 members request. 
Note: CLERP 9 extended remuneration disclosure requirements: 
S 250SA: time at GM required for SH to discuss remuneration S 250R: non-binding vote on whether SH 
adopt the remuneration report (advisory vote). AASB 1017: requires disclosure of D’s pay AASB 1046: 
*ASX Listing rule 4.10.3 – requires disclosure of remuneration.  
Two strikes rule 
s 250U Application: (a) at AGM at least 25% votes on resolution that remuneration report not be 
adopted; AND (b) at immediately proceeding AGM at least 25% no; AND (c) res not put to vote at earlier 
AGM under an earlier application of s 250V.  
250V: (1) Later AGM must be vote on spill resolution that (a) spill meeting of members held w/in 90 days 
(b) all company D’s (i) D’s at time of report AND (ii) not MD, cease to hold office immediately before end of 
spill meeting; and (c) resolutions to appoint persons to offices to be vacated be put to the vote at the spill 
meeting.  
250W Consequences of spill resolution passed: (2) company to hold spill meeting w/in 90 days (3) 
notice of meetings under s 249HA applies and notice period for moving resolution to appoint (4) don’t 
have to hold w/in 90 days if before end of period, none of D’s under 250V remain as D’s (5) D offence if 
company does not hold w/in 90 days (6) strict liability offence under crim code. 
SH spring/increasing power: triggered by disgust at remuneration shortly after GFC in 2007, now have 
2 strike rule, SH scrutiny of remuneration, institutional SH becoming more active, SH recovering some 
power lost to boards, 2 strikes brought in 2005- small SH not being heard at meetings on remuneration 
concerns or other performance issues.  
2011: 3 companies- Cabcharge, Challenger Financial & Transurban received a ‘strike’  

RETIREMENT & REMOVAL OF DIRECTORS 
D’s can resign at any time- usually by giving notice in writing. 
S 203C(a): proprietary company may remove by majority resolution (and appoint same way).  
S 203D(1): public company remove by resolution despite anything in (a) Const (b) agr b/w D & company 
(c) ag b/w any/all members of comp & D. If D appointed to represent interests of particular SH, resolution 
to remove doesn’t take effect until replacement appointed to represent interests.  
(2) Notice of intention to move resolution at least 2 months before meeting (3) D must be given copy of 
notice (4) D has right to put case to members in (a) written statement and (b) speaking to the motion at 
the meeting (5) written statement to be circulated (a) sending copy or (b) if no time, distribute at meeting & 
read out before resolution (6) D’s statement does not have to be circulated to members if > 1000 words (8) 
Strict liability offence for (3) and (5) under crim code.  
S 203E: D’s of a public company may not remove a fellow D or require them to vacate office (directors 
owe duty to SH, need to be able to scrutinise actions of company w/out fear of being removed). 
Re EPHS Ltd 

Stavrou 
Directors and service contracts 
Exec D’s and senior execs have service K’s: e.g. 5 yrs at $1mill a year + options + bonus 
Payments for loss of office, if removed before term ends (golden handshakes/golden parachutes) 
S 200B(1): benefits connected to managerial or executive office positions not to be given unless member 
approval for the giving of the benefit  
Exception: small amounts don’t require approval, 7 x average salary for last 3 years (up to 7 yrs salary) 
S 200E(1B): giving of benefit to be approved by GM resolution of company (2) notice has to set out 
details of that benefit (amount of payment, manner in w/ to be calculated if cannot be ascertained, money 
value of proposed benefit, or method of calculating) (2A) no votes to be cast on behalf of retiree or assoc. 
S 200F Exempt benefits & benefits given in certain circumstances 
(2) s 200B(1) does not apply to benefit given if (a) benefit is (i) a genuine payment by way of damages for 
breach of K; or (ii) given under agreement made b/w company & person as consideration for person 
agreeing to hold office or position AND (b) value of benefit, when added to value of all other benefits, 
doesn’t exceed amount under either (3) or (4) (3): applies if relevant period is less than 1 (year) amount is 
(estimated annual base salary x number of days in relevant period) / (365). Where EBS = reasonable 
estimate of base salary would have received during relevant period if RP had been 1 year. 
(4) Applies in every other case, amount is (a) if RP 1 year – base salary during RP; (b) > 1 year but less 
than 2, av annual base salary would have received during RP as if (i) RP 2 years (ii) ANBS for 2nd year 
were reasonable estimate of person would have received as base salary after 1st yr  
s 200G Genuine payments of pension and lump sum 
s 200B(1) doesn’t apply to benefit in connection with retirement and payment is for past services rendered 
to company or related BC AND (c) value of benefit when added to other benefits doesn’t exceed amounts 
under (2) or (3).       ASX Lisiting rule 10.19: retiring D of listed company cannot received ‘termination 
benefits’ >5% of company’s equity (shares value) unless approved SH  
Southern Foundries Ltd v Shirlaw: const said MD could be dismissed subject to any K b/w them and 
company, K for 5 years, new controllers/SH changed const and deleted ‘subject to K’ Crt: company had 
breached its K and was liable to pay damages.  
Shindler v Northern Raincoat Co Ltd: MD lost office b/c new controllers/SH dismissed as D via 
ordinary resolution at GM, statute says can’t be MD if no longer D. Crt: D entitled to damages, comp had 
K w/ him & can’t simply break that K using a device (implied comp would not revoke appointment) 
Stirling v Maitland: if party enters into arrangement by continuance of a certain state of circumstances, 
there is an implied engagement on his part that he shall do nothing of his own motion to put an end to that 
state of circumstances, under w/ along the arrangement can be operative.  
Mitigation of Damages 
Dismissed employee can seek damages at CL but must mitigate (i.e. cannot turn down reasonable offers 
of alternative employment). Don’t have to take any offer, e.g. significant loss of prestige in offered position 
could be unreasonable. 
Brace v Calder: employee received damages of a nominal amount b/c refused alternative employment 
offer on virtually identical terms.  

DISQUALIFICATION OF DIRECTORS 
S 206B Automatic Disqualification: (1) (a) convicted of offence (i) concerning making/participation in 
making of decisions affecting whole or substantial part of business of the corp OR (ii) act that has capacity 
to affect significant corp’s financial standing (b) convicted of offence (i) contravention of Act & punishable 
by > 12 months, OR (ii) involves dishonesty & punishable by >3 months prison, OR (c) convicted of 
offence against law of foreign country >12 months.  
(2) period of disq starts on date of conviction for (a) 5 yrs if no prison (b) 5 yrs after day released from pris 
(3) Undischarged bankruptcy (4)(a) person executed personal insolvency agreement and (b) terms 
haven’t been complied with.  
Court power of disqualification: application by ASIC 
1. Contravening civil penalty provision (s 206C) 
2. Insolvency & non-payment of debts (s 206D) – court can disqualify for up to 20 years if w/in last 7 
yrs been officer of 2 or more corps that have failed AND (b) Court satisfied (a) manner in w/ corp was 
managed was wholly or partly responsible (b) disqualification is justified.  
(2) a corporation fails if: court order wound up, voluntary liquidation & creditors not paid/likely to be, corp 
executes deed of comp arrangement & cred not paid/likely to, corp ceases to carry on business, receiver 
app, corp wound ip and liquidator lodges a report about inability to pay debts.  
(3) Have regard to (a) persons conduct in relation to management, business or prop of any corp AND 
(b) any other matters considered appropriate. 
3. Repeated contraventions of act (s 206E): for period court considers appropriate if (a) person has at 
leas twice been officer of body corporate contravening act & failed to take reasonable steps to prevent 
contravention, or (ii) >2 contravened while officer of BC or (iii) officer of BC & done sthing that would have 
contravened ss 180(1) or 181 if BC had been a corporation AND (b) court satisfied disq is justified.  
(2) Have regard to (a) persons conduct in relation to management, business or prop of any corp AND 
(b) any other matters considered appropriate. 
CCA v Chew: Mr C had no of comps, on 40 occasions his comps had failed to lodge annual returns, 
disqualified for approx. 5 years.  
ASIC’s power of disqualification: s 206F, under a ‘show cause’ notice: (1) ASIC may dq for up to 5 
years (a) w/in 7 years (i) officer of 2 or more corps AND (ii) while off or w/in 12mths of being, each corp 
was wound up and liquidator lodged report under s 533(1) about inability to pay debts. (b) ASIC has given 
(i) notice req them to demonstrate why they should not be dq (ii) opportunity to be heard on the question; 
and (c) ASIC satisfied dq justified 
(2) ground for dq, ASIC have regard to (a) wther corps were related; (b) may have regard to (i) conduct in 
relation to management, buis or prop of any corp (ii) wther dq would be in pub interest (iii) any other 
matters considered appropriate.  
Appeal/seek leave from Court: s 206G(1): a person who is dq may apply to Court for leave to manage 
(a) corporations (b)a particular class of corporations (c) a particular corporation, if the person was not dq 
by ASIC. (2) person must lodge notice w/ ASIC 21 days before (3) Crt can impose conditions (4) must 
lodge notice w/ ASIC w/in 14 days if leave given (5) on app by ASIC Crt may revoke leave. 
Ultimately: policy of the Court is protection of the public above all else  
Re Van Reesema: D of several companies, V dq 5 years from management for being involved in 
statutory offence for dishonesty, had been dq before, also had been convicted of offence of acting as D 



while dq, but claimed he was essential to company/employees depending on his managerial skill & w/out 
him companies would fail, SH/employees would suffer. Crt: these things were true, but in circumstances 
public needs protection, offences were not minor, refused leave  
Zuker [1980]: Z leaving airport in melb w/ suitcase full of US $20 forged notes, convicted of conspiring to 
utter forged bank notes, dq Crt: appeal allowed on variety of factors: not a corporate crime, good post-
offence behaviour, dq is not regarded as punitive more to protect public- didn’t think this was needed 
(NOTE: now law has more focus on punitive aspect as well as protection of community/deterrence) 
Re Shneider: unblemished record since offence, in philanthropic work, essential to business of company 
Crt: convictions too recent, other D can handle business/run company w/ you in a management/assisting 
role (NOTE: dangerous, board has powers of management, almost allowing to be a de facto D) 
ASIC v Adler: A breached duties, imprisoned and dq for 20 years, terms of dq to run from release  
Rich v ASIC: A DQ order can be imposed to protect companies’ SH against further abuse, by way of 
punishment, and for general deterrence, not just to protect from public (successfully appealed dq) 
ASIC v Vizard: A sought 5 yr DQ of V’s admission to breached of s183(1)-while D of Telstra received 
price sensitive/confi info on 3 companies unknown to rest of market, got advisor to deal/trade in shares in 
companies through his own company, judge raised to 10 yrs Crt: general deterrence is of primary 
importance in cases of this kind.  

DUTIES OF DIRECTORS 
The 3 commandments: be honest, be loyal, be careful 
1. Duty of care, diligence and skill (see 180) 
2. Fiduciary duties – duty of loyalty and honesty and general law duties  
• Duty to act bona fide and in best interests of company (see 181) 
• As part of this duty, Ds have duty not to exercise their power for improper purpose (see 181) 

o Related duty not to fetter discretion (related to interests of company) 
• Duty to avoid self-dealing, avoid conflict of interests (see 182 misuse of position and 183 on misuse of 

information) 
• Associated duty not to make ‘secret profits’ from office, cannot steal corporate oppDuty not to compete w/ 

the company  
Interpreting ‘interests of the company’ 
Interests of shareholders 
S 232: members can seek relief if controllers acting oppressively  
S 1324: injunction provision, stop breaches of Corps Act 
Greenhalgh’s case: the company as a whole means the corporators as a general body (SH as  whole) 
and that the hypothetical individual member could be seen as the personification of the company.  
Gaiman v National Assn for Mental Health: the interests of both ‘present and future members’ are 
synonymous w/ the interests of the artificial legal entity (wanting the company to grow & develop so need 
to think about those who might be attracted to the company by its growth.  
No DUTY owed to SH in Australia (is duty in US) 
Percival v Wright: courts not prepared to acknowledge the existence of fiduciary duties of D to the SH, 
no direct fiduciary r/ship b/w D’s and SH. SH often sell shares to D’s meanwhile D’s negotiate to sell the 
company at a good price to outsiders (effectively by selling shares), SH didn’t know, SH were angry & 
claimed they owed them a duty (to keep them informed). Note: troubling decision  
Esplanade Developments Ltd v Dinivie Holdings P/L: the Ds owe no duty to individual members 
Coleman v Myers: criticising Percival v Wright – generally no fiduciary r/ship from directors to SH, there 
was in these special circumstances. SH relied heavily on D for their information. Dominant SH and D 
formed another company w/ bought all shares in the family company of w/ he was a D, price paid was 
dramatically undervalue BUT family members had relied upon this D (also a member of the family) for his 
knowledge and trusted him, had inside knowledge. Crt: owed duty to SH since there was this reliance 
(exception to basic rule), have to have the reposing/seeking of trust to rely on this exception. 
Brunninghausen v Glavanics: special cir existed, a fiduciary duty owed by D to SH where there are 
negotiations for a takeover or an acquisition of the company’s undertaking would require Ds to loyally 
promote the joint interest of all SH.  
Gething v Kilner: Ds not to mislead SH, when there is a takeover- have to keep SH properly informed. 
Interests of creditors 
Traditional view – Multinational Gas & Petrochemcial Co v Multinational Gas & Petrochemical 
Services Ltd [1983] WLR: looking at present and future SH, and only the SH for the interests of the 
company. 
West Mercia Safetywear Ltd (in liq) v Dodd: distinguish MG, as latter concerned a company that was 
‘amply solvent’. Held: where company is insolvent, the creditors interests override those of the SH. 
Statutory duty, s 588G: Ds should not let company trade & enter debts when company insolvent.  
Nicholson v Permacraft: interests of creditors to be considered if company near insolvent, or of doubtful 
solvency, or if a contemplated payment or other course of action would jeopardise its solvency.  
Jeffrey v NCSC 
Walker v Wimborne (NZ): have to pay attention to interests of creditors when company going into 
insolvency, then creditor’s interests become predominant. 
Bell Group Ltd (in liq) v Westpac Banking Corp (no 9): Ds should look after interests of SH and 
creditors of their own individual company and not group of companies.  
Re New World Alliance P/L: where a company is insolvent or nearing insolvency, creditors are to be 
seen as having a direct interest in the company & that interest cannot be overridden by SH. 
Sycotex P.L v Baseler 
S 288FB: liquidators can unravel uncommercial transactions 
S 588FE(6A): unreasonable director-related transactions are voidable, if transaction was entered into w/in 
4 years (e.g. 0% loan to spouse) 
Interests of employees/customers & suppliers/the environment  
In Aus, Ds not required to pay attention to the interests of employees.  
**Now in CSR environment, cases may have been decided differently, maybe that SH would benefit in 
long term from looking after interests of other stakeholders in short term. 
Dodge v Ford Motor Co: reduced price of cars, wanted to give advantage to employees by increasing 
their salaries. Crt: not valid, these things not in the long term interests of the company.  
Re M & W Roith Ltd: MD died, widow received pension from company under terms of service K, comp 
went int liquidation, liquidator successfully challenged payment of pension. Crt: board had not properly 
considered the best interests of the company, w. didn’t include making gifts.  

Parke v The Daily News Ltd: company ran 2 newspapers, couldn’t keep 2 going so closed 1 down, as 
compensation for dismissal employees received a bonus payment. Crt: improper payments, contrary to 
best interests of the company.  
Teck Corporation Ltd v Miller: can have a decent respect for ex-employees and other interests lying 
beyond those of the SH in the strict sense, that will not…leave Ds open to charge that they have failed in 
their fiduciary duty t the company, if D were to consider interest of community it would be difficult to say 
they were acting contrary to best interests of company.  
Interests of corporate groups 
Every company a separate legal entity- its interests to be considered paramount, even though part of gp 
S 187 (wholly owned subsidiary): A D of wholly owned subsid corp of a BC taken to act in goof faith & 
BIOC if: (a) constitution of subs expressly auth D to act in best interests of holding company; (b) D acts in 
good faith and in best int of holding comp; (c) subs not insolvent at the time D acts & does not become 
insolvent b/c of Ds actions.  
Bell Group Ltd (in liq) v Westpac Banking Corp (no 9): Ds should look after interests of SH and 
creditors of own individual company and not the group.  
Adams v Cape Industries: subsid comp-although they are indeed creatures of their parent companies, 
are sep entities according to separate legal personality principle.  

DUTY OF CARE 
DOC doesn’t include ‘skill’ or a certain min level of skill, just says should be careful w/ whatever level of 
skill you happen to have, want a variety of people to sit on board of company. Diff jurisdictions also include 
‘diligence’ w/ does not necessarily include skill. Element of risk & uncertainty in all company management 
decisions – law reluctant to paralyse decision making by discouraging risk-taking.  
Common law duty & test for negligence 
Re City Equitable Fire Insurance: subjective qualities of each director to be taken into account.  
1. Reasonable care to be measured by care an ordinary man might be expected to take in 

circumstances on his own behalf 
2. D need not exhibit in perf of duties a greater degree of skill than may be reasonably expected 

from a person of his knowledge & experience….Ds not liable for mere errors of judgment 
3. D not bound to give continuous attention to affairs of company, duties of an intermittent nature to 

be performed at periodic board meetings 
4. In respect of all duties that may be properly left to some other official, a D is, in the absence of 

grounds for suspicion, justified in trusting that official to perform duties honestly 
Turguand v Marshall: gave money to D in financial trouble & money lost. Crt: no breach of duty, 
misfortune of the company that they chose such unwise directors. 
Pavlides v Jensen: have to put up with what you have chosen, even if set of amiable lunatics 
Marquis of Bute’s case: MOV 6 mnths old when he inherited presidency of company, attended only 1 
meeting in 38 years. Crt: not liable for negl, absence from meetings not a breach (*note- this case would 
no longer stand) 
Now: Vrisakis v ASC: Ds required to attend all board meetings unless exceptional circumstances, such 
as illness or absence from State, prevent them from doing so. 
• S 300(10): requires pub company Ds report to include details of number of board meetings and 

each Ds attendance (helps SH in knowing ds attendance at meetings) 
Norman v Theodore Goddard: N was a surveyor appointed to board for his property & surveying 
expertise, another D invested company’s funds unwisely overseas,  all Ds were sued for negligence, 
surveyor was not negligent. Crt: a D who undertakes management of the company’s properties is 
expected to have reasonable skill in property management but not in offshore tax avoidance (look at 
individual skills and talents of Ds). 
Statutory duty and test s 180(1) 
*Objective/subjective – reasonable person test 
A D or other officer of a corporation must exercise their powers & discharge their duties w/ degree of care 
and diligence that a reasonable person would exercise if they: 
(a) were a director or officer of a corp in the corp’s circumstances; and 
(b) occupied the office held by, and had the same responsibilities within the corp as the director or officer 
Note: a civil penalty provision s 1317E. 
1(a): ASIC v Rich: rapidly deteriorating financial circumstances of OneTel Group, required cash injection 
of approx. $270 million to continue operations and meet current & reasonably foreseeable liabilities, 
actions of chair held to be reasonable in circumstances. 
Explanatory memorandum: have to look at state of corporation’s financial affairs & urgency and 
magnitude of any problem.   
(1)(b) ASIC v Rich: word ‘responsibilities’ was intended to direct attention to the factual arrangements 
operating within the company, ASIC argued a reasonable chairperson in company’s circumstances 
would have promptly recommended the group cease trading or appoint administrator unless cash 
injection obtained.  
Business judgment rule s 180(2) 
A D or other officer of a corp who makes a bus judg is taken to meet the requirements of (1), and 
equivalent duties at CL and equity, in respect of the judgment if they: 
(a) make judgment in good faith for a proper pyrpose; and  
(b) do not have a material personal interest in the subject matter of the judgment; and 
(c) inform themselves about the subject matter of the judgment to extent they reasonable believe to be 
appropriate; and 
(d) rationally believe that the judgment is in the best interests of the corporation.  
The d or o’s belief that judg is in the best interests of the corp is a rational one unless the belief is one that 
no reasonable person in their position would hold  
(3) business judgment means any decision to take or not take action in respect of a matter relevant to the 
business operations of the corp.  
ASIC v Rich: matters relevant to the business operations of a corporation include ‘matters of planning, 
budgeting & forecasting’, so definition of BJ includes- setting of policy gaols, apportionment of 
responsibilities b/w board & senior management relating to corporate personnel, and termination of 
litigation provided these matters involve a decision whether or not to take action.  
ALSO 2(c): required D to become informed about subject matter of decision prior to making it, since BJR 
does not apply to decisions made in disregard of material information readily available. Words ‘to the 

extent they believe reasonably appropriate’ convey idea protection still available even if D not aware of 
available information material to the decision, if reasonably believed taken appropriate steps to inform. 
ASIC v Adler: must make a conscious decision to take or refrain from action, a D who simply neglects to 
deal w/ proper safeguards w/ no evidence that he turned his mind to judgment of what safeguards should 
be cannot rely on BJR.  
ASIC v Fortescue Metals: decisions related to compliance or non-compliance w/ safeguards not BJR 
ALSO, cannot gain protection of BJR if didn’t make judgment in good faith or for proper purpose.  
ASIC v Vines: standard of care to be exercises by a reasonable person making a business decision, 
have to weigh up: (1) magnitude of risk of harm & probability of its occurring (2) seriousness of loss would 
result if the harm occurs (3) expense, difficulty & inconvenience of taking alleviating action  
Smith v Van Gorkom: Ds approved share buyout at $55 per shares (no emergency, no crisis), CEO 
was retiring (wanted to exercise stock options) recommended sale to particular offer, issue was company 
was not maximising its assets, was worth more than the share price indicated 
Brehm v Eisner: large payout to  top exec the board wished to remove, underperforming CEO had only 
be there for 13 months. Crt: appropriate decision, she might have sued etc. for unfair dismissal, caused 
further damage 
Responsibilities of the Chair 
"The chairman has all the responsibilities which are held by other members of the board, but to a greater 
extent than any other director, he is responsible for the performance of the board as a whole and of each 
member of it.  He has the primary responsibility for ensuring appropriate membership with the board, for 
making necessary changes in board membership, for setting an example to all his colleagues in all 
matters affecting the company, for acting as spokesman for the board both inside and outside the 
company, and promoting the position of the company …  It is the function of the chairman to see that 
policies are initiated, to secure the agreement and approval of his board for what they consider to be the 
right policies, and to ensure by appropriate instructions and continued monitoring that the policies are put 
into effect by those with executive responsibilities" . 
ASIC v Rich: factual responsibilities of a chairman of a listed company were more than ‘ceremonial or 
procedural matters’ relating to chairing meetings or SH meetings, (accepted AWA Ltd v Daniels)- CM has 
primary responsibility of selecting matters & documents to be brought to board’s attention, in formulating 
policy of board & in promoting position of company. Appropriate for ASIC to provide expert op ev of resp 
ordinarily undertaken by CM of public listed comp. 
Non-executive directors 
Daniels v Anderson: directors no breach of duty since made inquiries & requested information about the 
foreign exchange dealings from senior management & auditor but full details were concealed from them. 
Foreign exchange manager concealed losses when arranged unauthorised foreign currency borrowings 
from a number of banks, auditors failed to detect but warned senior exec of inadequacies of company’s 
internal controls, auditor failed to inform full board of full extent of inadequacies even though he knew 
execs had not acted, company sued for negligence.  
Crt: Ds of listed companies required to take reasonable steps to place themselves in a position to guide & 
monitor the management of company. In particular: 
• Must become familiar w/ company’s business when join board 
• Ds need not have equal knowledge & experience of every aspect of company’s activities, under a 

continuing obligation to make inquiries & keep themselves informed about all aspects of business 
operations 

• D must be familiar w/ company’s financial position by regularly reviewing its financial statements as 
they will be unable to avoid liability for insolvent trading by claiming that they do not know how to read 
financial statements (Cth Bank of Australia v Friedrich) 

• Ds appointed b/c they have special skills or experience in an aspect of the company’s business must 
also pay attention to other aspects of the company’s business w/ might reasonably be expected to 
attract inquiry even if this is outside their area of expertise must ensure the board has the means to 
monitor management so as to satisfy themselves that company is being properly run 

• Ds allowed to make bus judgments & take commercial risks, but cannot proceed on basis that 
ignorance & failure to inquire are protection against liability for negligence 

• D cannot shut their eyes to corporate misconduct & then claim that they didn’t see it and didn’t have 
duty to look 

Francis v United Jersey Bank: a D cannot protect himself behind a paper shield bearing the motto 
dummy director 
ASIC v Healey: Ds of ASX listed entities in Centro Properties grp & C Retail Grp breached s180(1) in 
approving financial reports of 2 grps, delegated tasks of preparing reports to accounting staff & signed off 
by CFO & CEO, external auditor failed to detect misclassifications & didn’t alert Ds to deficiencies in report 
Crt: entitled to delegate preparation of books and accounts but need to have ability to read and 
understand financial statements and make further enquiries if necessary, including the understanding that 
financial statements classify assets and liabilities as current, and non-current & what those mean…also 
should have an understanding to disclose certain events post-balance sheet.  
Executive directors 
CEO’s and MDs have overall responsibility for day-to-day management of business, will breach standard 
of care if don’t ensure appro management systems in place & functioning properly.  
South Australia v Clark: arranged for bank to acquire subsid of considerably more than true value in 
knowledge the comp would use proceeds to repay a loan to another comp (w/ he was D of & fam owned 
large parcel of shares-failed to disclose this), also didn’t ensure bank carried out usual due diligence inq & 
no independent valuation obtained. Crt: as CEO and MD of a large bank, he was obliged to bear an 
appropriate level of skill having regard to the responsibilities w/ that office entailed, also resp for overall 
control of operations of bank. Further-clear board looked to/relied on him to provide full/accurate info for all 
board matters & to ensure any specific decisions board were implemented in a way that did not expose 
bank to unnecessary risk.  
Daniels v Anderson: CEO breached duty, failed to make inquiries of company’s senior execs that would 
have led to better appreciation of risks/dangers of foreign dealings, as CEO under a continuing obligation 
to supervise management. 
ASIC v Vines [2003] NSWSC: exec D and other officers appointed to positions requiring exercise of skill 
are also subject to objective standards of skill even though s 180(1) does not include ‘skill’.  
Vines v ASIC [2007] NSWCA: profit forecast issues as part of statement to SH for takeover bid indicated 
company on track to achieve significant profit, forecast didn’t eventuate since didn’t take into account 

material underwriting losses arising from hurricane. V was CFO and had a prominent role in relation to 
profit forecast & provided due diligence committee w/ an unqualified assurance of its reliability. Fox & 
Robertson, 2 officers working under V’s supervision worked in relation to insurance business affected by 
hurricane. Held: breached SOC when signed off on forecast w/out taking positive steps to advise board’s 
due diligence committee of basis of assumption underlying forecast, his supervisory/operational resp 
required him to take proactive steps to ensure monitoring process for hurricane claims up to date, couldn’t 
rely on subords advice when warning signals leading reasonable pers in post to take steps to verify. Also 
had warning from external auditors on no of occasions to give attention to hurricane for potential liab. 
Directors with special expertise 
Dorchester Finance Co Ltd v Stebbina: two D’s w/ accounting experience liable for damages in not 
checking activities of 3rd fraudulent D, signed blank cheques making it easier for other D to lend corporate 
funds imprudently.  
Re Australasian Venezolana P/L: D responsible for prep of company accounts, liable for not enquiring 
into reasons for certain company payments or adequately familiarising himself w/ company’s books so 
that he could assess the true nature of these payments.  
Gold Ribbon (Accountants) P/L v Sheers: Dunn non-exec D of GR, only D on board w/ extensive 
lending experience, w/ other Ds assisted in setting up scheme involved GR lending money to 
accountants or associated companies at high interest rates & unsecured. On appeal: even though D 
failed to ensure company’s lending business was adequately administered & complied w/ accepting 
lending practices, this failure did not cause the company’s losses in relation to the bad loans, no evidence 
that proper supervision by D would have made any difference – company would probably still have made 
loans despite not satisfying due diligence requirements as other Ds had business interests w/ borrowers 
and stood to personally benefit from the loans.  
Delegation and limits of reliance  
S 189: If (a) D relies on information, professional or expert advice, given or prepared by (i) employee 
whom D believes on reasonable grounds to be reliable & competent in relation to matter concerned; (ii) 
professional advisor or expert in relation to matters w. D believe on reas gr to be w/in person’s prof or 
expert competence; or (iii) another D or officer in relation to matters w/in authority; or (iv) committee of D 
on w/ D did not serve in relation to matters w/in comm’s auth; AND (b) reliance made (i) in good faith; and 
(ii) after making an independent assessment of info/advice having regard to D knowledge of corp & 
complexity of the structure/operations of corp….Ds reliance on info/advice taken to be reasonable unless 
the contrary is proved.  

S 198D(1): (1) Unless comp consti provides otherwise, Ds of company may delegate any of their powers 
to: (a) a committee of D (b) director (c) employee (d) any other person 
Note: delegation to be recorded in company’s minute book (see s 251A).  
S 190(1): (1) If D delegates power under s 198D, a D is responsible for exercise of the power by the 
delegate if the power had been exercised by the Ds themselves (2) A d not responsible under (1) if: (a) D 
believed on reasonable grounds at all times that delegate would exercise power in conformity w/ duties 
imposed on Ds of the company by this Act and comp’s consti; and (b) D believed (i) on reas grounds; and 
(ii) in good faith; and (iii) after making proper inquiry if circ indicated need to inquire;  
-that delegate was reliable & competent in relation to the power delegated  
City Equitable Fire Insurance Co: D may leave duties to other officials and rely on them to perform 
honestly BUT if they are put on notice that those officials are not performing diligently & honestly then 
cannot rely (NOTE, now s 189). 
Leeds Estate, Building & Investment Co v Shepherd: Ds held liable not only for relying on officials but 
also b/c had no exercised any judgment on the books of account estimates submitted to them, had duty 
to exercise their judgment as mercantile men on materials obtained.  
Daniels v Anderson: reinforced the position that duty of care includes duty to monitor & inquire.  
Re James Hardie Industries Ltd: sharpening of courts attitude, not able to rely on advice recived from 
company specialising in numbers for insurance purposes, should have still exercised independent 
judgment, looked and under the report & investigated whether this number was sufficient.  
Duty to safeguard company’s interests 
May breach if cause comp to enter into transactions exposing risk w/out prospect of producing benefit. 
ASIC v Adler: A non-exec D breached duty, b/c reasonably careful D of HIH & HIHC in his position would 
not have caused or procured the $10mill payment to PEE (controlled by A- part of w/ was applied in 
purchasing HIH shares). Failed to ensure H &H followed investment practices he was familiar w/ & failure 
to safeguard interests.  
Circle Petroleum (Qld) P/L v Greensdale: experienced MD of petroleum supplier BDC when allowed 
customer to exceed credit limits in substantial departure from normal industry prac & in defiance of 
resolution from board, knew customer not in position to meet obligations. 
Permanent Building Society v Wheeler: MD BDC failed to make inquiries into unusual trans capable of 
causing harm to company, had responsibility to ensure other Ds made aware of potential harm so 
breached duty even though had declared conflict of interest & didn’t vote on resolution.  
Directors that permit company to contravene the law  
ASIC v Citrofresh International Ltd (No 2): MD held to have BDC authorising release of continuous 
disclosure announcement to ASX constituting a misleading & deceptive claim that company developed a 
cream that could stop the spread of HIV, influenza & SARS virus. 
ASIC v Fortescue Metals Groupt Ltd: engaged in false and ml conduct in falsely representing to public 
that framework agmt w/ Chinese contractors to build/finance & transfer a railway/port/mine were 
contractually binding.  

INSOLVENT TRADING 
S 588(G)(1): Applies if (a) person a D of a company at time company incurs debt; and (b) company is 
insolvent at that time, or becomes insolvent by incurring debt, or by incurring at the time debts including 
that debt; and (c) at that time, there are reasonable grounds for suspecting that the company is insolvent, 
or would so become insolvent, as the case may be; and (d) at of after commencement of the Act (2): by 
failing to prevent company incurring debt, person contravenes section if (a) person aware at time there 
are such grounds for so suspecting; or (b) reasonable person in like position in a company in the 
company’s circumstances would be so aware.  
Incurring a debt 
Powe v Fryer: debt is an obligation to pay a sum of money to another.  


